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25 more titles . . . 144 selections in all. 



Last issue we introduced our new, expanded 
video catalog. 

This issue we 're expanding our collection further . 
Inside you 'll find 25 addit ions. We 've added Classic 
Comed ies (14 by Charl ie Chaplin ), Contemporary 
Features, Cartoons (Volume 2 of the works of UB 
lwerks) , Historical Films plus the 1934 Hitchcock 
classic " The Man Who Kn ew Too Much ", a tale of 
suspense and intrigue. 

Next issue we 'll be annou ncing more additions to 
the Blackhawk Video offer ing . In the meantime, 
spend a few minutes browsing through one of the 
largest collections of films on videotape ::,vailable 
anywhere. 

Cordially , 

I ,, .,..., 

r_;t _ ;JlJJ1.;, 
. (__ 

Ted Ewing 
President 
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Contemporary Films and Stars 

0 C 10 
Gene Hackman, Fernando Rey, Roy Scheider 

Action-packed thriller about two real life New York City narcotic detectives who hit the 
jackpot with the biggest narcotics seizure of all time . Features an incredible auto chase of a 
hi-jacked subway train , leading to the eventual capture of all the smugglers ... except one. 
(102 min., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0012 Beta ............. $49.98 
515-49-0008 . ... VHS ............... $49.98 

LENDORED THING 1 

William Holden, Jennifer Jones 
The love affair of a Eurasian woman doctor and an American correspondent in Hong 

Kong while the Chinese Communists are taking over China . Unable to be married , they live 
for each moment together until the correspondent is sent to Korea where he is killed . (102 
min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0068 
515-49-0059 ...... . 

R 

Beta 
VHS ... 

.... $49.98 
.. $49.98 

W ATH ' 
Henry Fonda, Jane Darwe/1, John Carradine 

Academy Award-winning adaptation of John Steinbeck's famous novel. Dramatic story of 
the Jo.ad family 's exodus in the thirties from the Oklahoma dust bowl to California. A stirring 
chronicle, at limes rough, tender , tremendously moving. (129 min ., black and white, dia
logue.) 
502-49-0001 
515-49-0016 

Beta 
VHS 

... .. . $79.98 

······ $79.98 

TH St: l'IIAGNIFIC NT VIEN IN THEIR FL YING 
VI ES 
Terry- Thomas, James Fox, Stuart Whitman 

Riotous and racy comic valentine to those daring men who took to the air in the first out
landish flying machines. Duplicated are such antique aircraft oddities as the Demoiselle, An
toinette, Bristol Box-Kite and a Bleriot of the type which was the first plane to fly the English 
Channel. (138 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0026 Beta ..... $79.98 
515-49-0022 ...... .. ...... .. VHS ............... $79.98 

A LL TOA M 
Rock Hudson, Jennifer Jones, Vittorio De Sica 

This presentation of Ernest Hemingway's classic love story of World War I has been 
fashioned into a powerful and absorbing dramatic film . It is strictly adult entertainment, re
lentless in its tragedy as it depicts the unconventional but stirring romance between an Amer
ican ambulance driver and a British nurse who fall deeply and passionately in love with each 
other during the war. (152 min ., color, dialogue.) · 

502-49-0054 Beta ....... . $79.98 
515-49-0043 ............. VHS ............... $79.98 

A FO NTAI 
Dorothy McGuire, Jean Peters, Louis Jourdan 

After many frustrations and setbacks, three American secretaries working in Rome find 
the romance they seek. (102 min. , color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0067 ...... ... .... .. . Beta ............... $49.98 
515-49-0058 ............ .... VHS ............... $49.98 

Use Your BankAmericard/VISA, Master Charge, Chargex or Blackhawk Charge 3 



Contemporary Films and Stars 
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THE PAPER CHASE 1 

Lindsay Wagner, Timothy Bottoms, John Houseman 
Gripping drama about a freshman at Harvard Law School who realizes that the biggest 

obstacle to his getting good grades is a brilliant but tough professor. His classroom becomes 
an exciting arena for some, a tortuous pit for others. The student's problems become intensi
fied when he falls in love with the professor's daughter. (111 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0041 ............ .... Beta .... . $ 49.98 
515-49-0033 ............ VHS .............. $ 49.98 

CLEOPATRA 1 

Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, Rex Harrison 
Spectacular story revolves around four figures who were of greatest importance in the es

tablishment of the Roman Empire - Cleopatra, Caesar, Antony and Octavian . Shot on loca
tions in Rome, Egypt, Spain and London , this is the first attempt to combine the Caesar and 
Antony stories into one dramatic entity. (192 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0004 Beta .... . $ 79.98 
515-49-0017 VHS .............. $ 79.98 

CAN-CAN 1 

Frank Sinatra, Shirley MacLaine, Maurice Chevalier 
Musical comedy based on the hit Broadway show by Cole Porter. The attractive owner of 

a Montmartre night club is brought to trial because of her can-can dancers , and the young 
Judge falls in love with her. She plays along , hoping to bring her own bon vivant boy friend to 
the marrying stage, which presumably she does, and the show obviously will go on . (131 
min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0002 
515-49-0013 .. 

Beta 
VHS 

THE KING AND I 1 

Yul Brynner, Deborah Kerr 

....... $ 79 .98 
.. . $ 79 .98 

Celebrated Rodgers and Hammerstein musical features songs such as " Getting to Know 
You", " I Have Dreamed ", " Something Wonderful ", " Whistle a Happy Tune", " We Kiss in the 
Shadows", " March of the Siamese Children" , "Hello , Young Lovers" and " Shall We Dance! " 
(133 min., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0033 Beta 
515-49-0070 ............... VHS 

HELLO DOLL V 1 

..... $ 79.98 

.... . $ 79.98 

Barbra Streisand, Walter Matthau, Michael Crawford, Louis Armstrong 
Lavish musical c~medy about an effusive young widow who has become a matchmaker, 

and taken on the assignment of finding a match for a successful hay-and-feed mercha.nt in 
Yonkers. Dolly maneuvers every situation to her advantage amidst a raucous set of misad
ventures which end in a glorious romantic finale . (148 min ., color, dialogue). 

502-49-0006 Beta ... $ 79.98 
515-49-0015 ..... ...... .... . VHS ..... $ 79.98 

KING CREOLE 1 

Elvis Presley, Walter Matthau, Carolyn Jones, Delores Hart 
Adaption of Harold Robbins ' "A Stone for Danny Fisher". This was Elvis' fourth movie and 

last film before military service. More rumblin' , rockin ' and romancing by the King 1n his hey
day. Songs include: " Hard-Headed Woman ", " Don 't Ask Me Why", and " King Creole, As 
Long as I Have You" . (115 min ., black and white, dialogue.) 

502-49-0053 Beta ... $ 49.98 
515-49-0053 ............ VHS ........... .. $ 49.98 

Phone Your Order TOLL FREE: 800-553-1163 (Not Valid In Iowa, Hawaii, Alaska) 
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Contemporary Films and Stars 

G. I. BLUES 1 

Elvis Presley, Juliet Prowse, Robert Ivers 
GI trio in Germany form a musical group. Prowse performs with versatility and makes " GI 

Blues " one of Elvis ' best. Songs include: "Tonight is So Righ.t For Love", " Wooden Heart", 
" Pocketful of Rainbows", " Dija Ever" and " Blue Suede Shoes". (104 min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0059 Beta ....... $ 49 .98 
515-49-0051 ........... ... . VHS ..... $ 49.98 

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS 1 

Elvis Presley, Stella Stevens 
Filmed atter the Army stint which enabled Colonel Parker to change Elvis ' image from 

hood to regular guy with so many girls chasing him . Songs include: " Return to Sender", 
" Where Do You Come From" and several more by the King of Rock and Roll. (106 min ., 
color, dialogue) 
502-49-0058 
515-49-0050 .... 

Beta 
VHS 

BLUE HAWAII 1 

Elvis Presley, Angela Lansbury 

...... $49.98 
.. $49.98 

One of the strongest of all Presley films. Presley plays a soldier returning to the Islands 
who finds work at a tourist agency. Songs include: " Blue Hawaii ", " Can't Help Falling In 
Love", " Almost Always True", " No More", etc. Elvis sings, plays his guitar, swims, loves, 
fights , and politely pleases as only Elvis could . (101 min ., color , dialogue.) 
502-49-0050 Beta .............. $ 49.98 
515-49-0031 VHS .............. $ 49 .98 

FUN IN ACAPULCO 1 

Elvis Presley, Ursula Andress, Paul Lukas 
Gorgeous scenery , blue water, white sand, lush vegetation and Elvis. Our rocker is a life

guard who moonlights as an entertainer. Songs include: "Bossa Nova Baby", " I Think I'm 
Gonna Like It Here" , and " Mexico". (97 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0060 ............... Beta .............. $ 49.98 
515-49-0052 ............... VHS ....... $ 49 .98 

ROUSTABOUT 1 

Elvis Presley, Barbara Stanwyck 
Elvis is a free-wheeling singer who joins Stanwyck's carnival and learns the meaning of 

hard work and true love. Stanwyck and supporting cast are outstanding , and Elvis is the 
King . The sideshow of songs include: " Roustabout", " Hard Knocks", "Big Heartache", " It's 
A Wonderful World ", etc. (101 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0056 Beta ............... $49.98 
515-49-0048 .. .. .... ... .. .. . VHS ... ....... . ... $49.98 

PARADISE, HAWAIIAN STYLE 1 

Elvis Presley, Suzanna Leigh, James Shigeta, Donna Butterworth 
Appealing follow-up to "Blue Hawaii" with Elvis as a pilot who runs a charter service for 

local dolls . Songs include: "Dalin", "Stop Where You Are", and "This is My Heaven ". (91 
min. , color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0057 Beta .............. $ 49.98 
515-49-0049 ................ VHS .............. $ 49 .98 

Use Your BankAmericard/VISA, Master Charge, Chargex or Blackhawk Charge 5 
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THE DETECTIVE ' 
Frank Sinatra, Jacqueline Bisset, Jack Klugman 

Mystery yarn features Frank Sinatra in the title role. Based on Roderick Thorpe's best-sel
ling novel , story gives a behind-the-scenes look at a big city police department . Pulls no pun
ches in revealing the corruption and vice that are so much a part of today 's society. (114 
min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0038 .. .. .. .. .. .. .... Beta 
515-49-0026 ................ VHS 

TH PANIC IN 
Al Pacino, Kitty Winn 

.. $49.98 
...... $49.98 

EEDLE PARK 

Bleak and hard look at what it takes to survive in New York City's infamous meeting place 
for junkies and pushers. A pair of young lovers learn that robbery, prostitution , and "getting 
busted" are the hidden price tags on a $200-a-week heroine habit. (110 min. , color, dialogue. 

502-49-0043 .. Beta ............... $49.98 
515-49-0040 ............... VHS ............... $49.98 

TH H RO 
Robert Redford, George Segal, Zero Mastel 

A riotous misadventure about a quartet of jewel thieves in search of an elusive diamond . 
The motion picture blasts off with the big heist and then races on to three more, each one 
more ingenious than the preceding. Stars three of Hollywood 's top box office draws. (97 
min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0024 
515-49-0020 

HOYT s 

Beta 
VHS 

AL 

.. $49.98 
... $49.98 

0 
Audrey Hepburn, Peter O 'Toole, Eli Wallach 

Hilarious comedy on art forgery and the chic world of fashion . Daughter of a virtuoso for
ger regrets his life of crime, but she loves him dearly and only hopes he will not get into too 
much trouble. When she captures a suspected burglar in her father's mansion , she discovers 
he is actually a detective who specializes in solving crimes peculiar to the art world . (123 
min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0035 
515-49-0041 .......... .. 

L 

Beta 
VHS 

A 

...... $49.98 

...... $49.98 

OWN 
Elizabeth Taylor, Warren Beatty 

Realistic drama about a chorus girl in Las Vegas who waits for the man she loves to di
vorce his wife and marry her. She meets a compulsive gambler who plays piano in a bar, try
ing desperately to make enough money so he can get out of town . They enjoy life together, 
until they win a fortune on a gambling spree. (113 min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0045 Beta .. .. ....... $49.98 
515-49-0034 ............... VHS ............... $49.98 

TH BOT N RA L 
Henry Fonda, Tony Curtis, George Kennedy 

Based on a best selling book , this mystery-detective story highlights events from June, 
1962 to January, 1964 that occurred in Boston with the mysterious stranglings of 13 women . 
The multiple-screen technique reveals as many as seven areas of action at one time. (116 
min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0034 
515-49-0035 

Beta 
VHS 

.. . $49.98 

... $49.98 

Phone Your Order .TOLL FREE: 800-553-1163 (Not Valid In Iowa, Hawaii, Alaska) 



Contemporary Films and Stars 
THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY 1 

Charlton Heston, Rex Harrison, Diane Cilento 
Epic historical drama on life of famed 16th century sculptor Michelangelo. Already famous 

for many works of art, Michelangelo is summoned to Rome to paint a series of decorative 
paintings on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. Michelangelo protests that he is a sculptor, not 
a painter, but is persuaded to accept the commission . He works unceasingly for years in 
order to see the completion of the ceiling . (140 min ., color, dialogue) . 

502-49-0027 Beta ............ $79.98 
515-49-0037 VHS ............... $79.98 

ANASTASIA . 
Yul Brynner, Ingrid Bergman, Helen Hayes 

A group of mercenary White Russian refugees train an amnesia victim to pose as the 
Czar 's daughter who escaped the Red firing squad. It turns out that she may well be the 
woman she pretends to be, but she gives up her royal inheritance for romantic fulfillment. 
(105 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0069 Beta 
515-49-0060 VHS 

..... $49.98 
........ $49.98 

THE SONG OF BERNADETTE ' 
Jennifer Jones, Vincent Price, Lee J. Cobb 

Until a miracle changes their minds, cynical church and state officials persecute a simple , 
ingenious girl who claims to see a holy vision in a grotto. Later, the girl becomes a nun and 
years after her death , is canonized as a saint. (156 min ., black and white, dialogue) . 

502-49-0030 Beta .. $79.98 
515-49-0038 VHS ......... ... . $79.98 

THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH · 
Marilyn Monroe, Tom Ewell 

Alone in New York while his wife and child are away for the summer, a husband of 7 years 
almost has an affair with the model in the next apartment. Tortured by guilt, however, he ima
gines so many dire consequences that he finally runs off to join his wife. (105 min ., color, dia
logue.) 

502-49-0025 
515-49-0021 

Beta ...... $49.98 
VHS .......... .. ... $49.98 

HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE ' 
Manlyn Monroe, Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable 

Learning that a swank New York penthouse must be sublet because the occupant fled to 
Europe to escape the bureau of Internal Revenue, three broke beauties rent the place - de
termined to use it as headquarters to capture millionaire husbands. Eventually, all marry for 
love. (96 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0009 Beta ............... $49.98 
515-49-0007 ........... .. .. VHS ....... . ... $49.98 

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDS 1 

Marilyn Monroe, Jane Russell 
Two showgirls, one blonde and gold-digging, the other brunette and good-hearted, go to 

Paris where the blonde hopes to marry her wealthy fiance . The fiance's father hires a detec
tive to collect incriminating evidence against the flirtatious blonde - but the detective even
tually helps the blonde for the sake of the brunette, whom he loves. At a double wedding, the 
blonde gets her millionaire and the brunette gets her detective. (91 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-001 0 Beta ........ $79.98 
515-49-0010 ....... ... .. .. . VHS .............. $79.98 

Use Your BankAmericard/VISA, Master Charge, Chargex or Blackhawk Charge 7 
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BUS STOP 1 

Marilyn Monroe, Don Murray 
A totally innocent young rancher goes to town for a rodeo, and " abducts" an experienced 

but naive B-girl who he decides to marry . Eventually the boy realizes he can 't just grab what
ever he wants, and the initially indignant girl finds she returns his love. (94 min ., color, dia
logue.) 

502-49-0019 
515-49-0006 

THE BIBLE ' 

Beta 
VHS 

......... $49.98 
... $49.98 

George C. Scott, Richard Harris, Ava Gardner 
The world 's oldest story - the origins of Mankind , as told in the Book of Genesis, foun

tainhead of Jewish and Christian tradition , religion and philosophy. A straightforward , sensi
tive and dramatic telling , through dialogue and narration of the first 22 chapters of Genesis. 
Subjects of the inter-related episodes are Creation , the stories of Adam and Eve, Cain and 
Abel , Noah and the Flood, Abraham, the Tower of Babel , and the destruction of Sodom and 
Gomorrah . (155 min ., color, dialogue) . 

502-49-0015 Beta ............... $79.98 
515-49-0002 VHS ............... $79.98 

THE ROBE ' 
Richard Burton, Jean Simmons, Victor Mature 

One of the greatest stories of love and faith ever told . All of the passion , excitement and 
pageantry of Lloyd C. Douglas' bestselling novel unfold in the story of the Crucifixion of 
Jesus and the birth of Christianity in the Roman Empire . (133 min., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0029 .. .. ..... .... .. Beta .... $79.98 
515-49-0027 VHS ..... $79.98 

HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY ' 
Walter Pidgeon, Maureen O'Hara, Roddy McDowa/1 

Set against the background of a Welsh mining village, the movie traces the story of the 
Morgan family over a period of years, revealing their trials and loves, their joys and sorrows. 
The brave story of a family never conquered by armed men or hardship, hunger or hate. (118 
min ., black and white, dialogue.) 

502-49-0018 Beta .. $49.98 
515-49-0005 VHS ............... $49.98 

THE MARRIAGE OF A YOUNG STOCKBROKER 1 

Richard Benjamin, Elizabeth Ashley 
Comedy about a man whu tried to keep a wife, a beachhouse, and a rov ing eye ... all at 

the same time! While the story has many farcical moments, it also takes a penetrating look at 
the serious problems of marriage in a sterile society. (95 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0079 Beta .............. $49.98 
515-49-0055 VHS ..... $49.98 

UTAH ' 
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Gabby Hayes 

One of the greatest westerns , incorporating numerous songs and great gun fights . (60 
min ., black and white, dialogue.) 
502-51-0047 ..... .. Beta . ............. $49.98 

Phone Your Order TOLL FREE: 800-553-1163 (Not Valid In Iowa, Hawaii, Alaska) 
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Contemporary Films and Stars 

THE RAZOR'S EDGE 1 

Tyrone Power, Gene Tierney, Ann Baxter 
The lives of several Chicago socialites are dominated or changed by a restless young man 

who finds peace of soul in India and , afterwards, is able to reject the selfish woman he once 
loved . (146 min ., black and white, dialogue.) 

502-49-0065 Beta ...... $79.98 
515-49-0057 VHS . $79.98 

CARMEN JONES . 
Harry Bellafonte, Dorothy Dandridge, Pearl Bailey 

Modern musical comedy version of Bizet's famous opera. Though now set in a North Ca
rolina parachute factory during World War II , story still centers on the eternal triangle and the 
misfortunes of ill-fated love. (105 min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0016 Beta ........... $49.98 
515-49-0003 VHS ..... $49.98 

THE SAND PEBBLES . 
Steve McQueen, Richard Crenna, Candice Bergen 

Action adventure of post-World War I China. Story involves crew of an American gunboat 
caught between Chinese war lords and foreign powers. Culminates with one of the most unu
sual sea battles ever filmed - a " junk fight" , wherein the American gunboat is faced with a 
blockade. (195 min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0020 Beta ............ $79.98 
515-49-0042 VHS ............ $79.98 

THE DESERT FOX . 
James Mason, Jessica Tandy 

Erwin Rommel , Commander-and-Chief of the German Army , finally rebels against Hitler 
and helps in a plan to assassinate the German leader. When the plan fails , Rommel is im
plicated and arrested by the SS. In order to save his family from disgrace and to preserve his 
honor, Rommel commits suicide rather than be charged with treason . (87 min ., black and 
white , dialogue.) 

502-49-0061 Beta .. .. $49.98 
515-49-0054 VHS ............... $49.98 

TORA! TORA! TORA! ' 
Martin Balsam, E.G. Marshall, James Whitmore 

In September 1939, Admiral Yamamoto assumed command of the Japanese Imperial 
Fleet. A fierce nationalist and patriot, he conceived the idea to strike the American Navy at 
Pearl Harbor. This action drama chronicles the bombing of Pearl Harbor from both the Japa
nese and American points of view . (144 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0014 Beta ........ $79.98 
515-49-0001 VHS ...... $79.98 

THE LONGEST DAV ' 
John Wayne, Robert Mitchum, Henry Fonda 

Widely acclaimed as one of Hollywood's greatest triumphs, this is a spectacular account 
of the events leading up to and through the Allied Forces' invasion of Normandy on D-Day, 
1944. Completed through the cooperation of the American , British , French and German gov
ernments, it features a huge cast headed by 42 international stars. (179 min ., black and white, 
dialogue.) 

502-49-0003 
515-49-0012 

Beta 
VHS 

$79.98 
.... $79.98 

Use Your BankAmericard/VISA, Master Charge, Chargex or Blackhawk Charge 9 
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PATTON . 
George C. Scott, Karl Malden 

Epic adventure drama of one of America's top World War II generals. Often considered a 
free-wheeling and controversial figure , George Patton is revealed in this brilliant portrayal as 
a man of many qualities - gifted leader, master strategist and a sensitive, dedicated soldier. 
(171 min ., color, dialogue). 
502-49-0007 Beta 
515-49-0018 .............. . VHS 

.. $79.98 
. $79.98 

VON RYA S EXPRESS ' 
Frank Sinatra, Trevor Howard 

Power-packed adventure follows a group of daring Allied soldiers who escape from Nazi 
prison camp and then steal an entire train to make good their flight back to Allied lines. (117 
min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0023 
515-49-0019 

MASH . 

Beta 
VHS 

. $49.98 
.. $49.98 

Elliot Gould, Donald Sutherland, Sally Kellerman 
Hailed as one of the best comedies ever made, story focuses on Army surgeons who de

velop a lunatic life-style in order to handle everyday horrors encountered in a Mobile Army 
Surgical Hospital during the Korean War. Though highly skilled and deeply dedicated, this 
irreverent mob of madcaps is equally adept at making a shambles of Army bureaucracy .. (116 
min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0011 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Beta 
515-49-0009 ... VHS 

.... .. .. $49.98 
... $49.98 

DOCTOR DOOLITTL 
Rex Harrison, Samantha Eggar, Anthony Newley 

Musical adventure about a nineteenth century English doctor who embarks on linguistic 
lessons for his animals. This gets him into all sorts of pred icaments with various people and 
leads to an exciting search for the Great Pink Sea Snail. (152 min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0005 Beta .............. . $79.98 
515-49-0014 .. VHS ......... $79.98 

THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL 1 

Michael Rennie, Patricia Neal 
Klaatu , a man from another planet, and a huge robot named Gort come to Earth to warn 

the people that if they persist in using the atom bomb they will be destroyed as a menace to 
the Universe. (92 min ., black and white, dialogue.) 

502-49-0008 ...... Beta .... $49.98 
515-49-0011 ............ .... VHS ............ ... $49.98 

BENEA H THE PLANET OF THE APES 1 

Charlton Heston, James Franciscus, Kim Hunter 
Science-fiction adventure about futuristic world of apes. Astronaut Brent discovers that a 

massive nuclear attack on the United States has had bizarre effects upon her inhabitants. 
Landing amid the rubble of New York City, he is soon caught in a power struggle between a 
subterranean race of mutants and swarms of apemen . (95 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0028 Beta ............... $49.98 
515-49-0024 ................ VHS .......... ..... $49.98 
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VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA ' 
Walter Pidgeon, Joan Fontaine 

A giant atomic-powered super-submarine, the USS Sea View , the world 's largest ocea
nographic laboratory and weapons tester, is undergoing final trials below the ice at the North 
Pole. The ring of radiation surround ing the earth , the Van Allen Belt, in some mysterious 
manner has been set afire and now burns wildly through the heavens. Unless the fire burns 
itself out or is extinguished by man, the temperature will rise and literally cremate the earth 
and its inhabitants. (105 min ., color , dialogue.) 
502-49-0036 Beta ............... $49.98 
515-49-0028 ............... VHS ............... $49.98 

VANISHING POINT 
Barry Newman, Dean Jagger, Cleavon Little 

A classic chase film featuring the power of modern machines against a rock music theme. 
Hero is ex-marine Medal of Honor-winner, ex-policeman, ex-race track driver , and now a man 
who is driven by an obsession for speed . He undertakes to pick up and deliver cars between 
San Francisco and Denver in record time. In his supercharged Challenger he breaks through 
every speed trap, dragnet and roadblock the cops of four states come up with . (98 min ., 
color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0066 
515-49-0056 

Beta 
VHS 

.... $49.98 
...... $49.98 

FANTAS IC VOYAGE 1 

Raquel Welch, Stephen Boyd, Edmond O'Brien 
Widely acclaimed for its astonishing use of special effects, this science-fiction thriller fol

lows a crew of scientists on an incredible journey through the human body ... and into the 
brain. The team finds that it must combat the elements of the body as well as a saboteur in 
the group. (100 min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0032 Beta ....... $49.98 
515-49-0023 .... .... ....... VHS ............... $49.98 

VALLEY OF THE DOLLS 1 

Patty Duke, Paul Burke, Barbara Parkins 
Taut drama focuses on four women caught up in the world of show business . Follows 

their lives as tensions, pressures and disappointments drive some of them to escape with 
pills and stimulants. An image-shattering probe behind the glamour-girls with appetites for 
life greater than their capacity for living . (122 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0031 Beta ......... $49.98 
515-49-0032 ................ VHS ...... .... .. .. . $49.98 

POT 'O' GOLD (1941) 
James Stewart, Paulette Goddard 

Based upon the then-famous radio money giveaway show. Horace Heidt provides the big 
band sound for this 1941 comedy. With the ever bewildered but lovable Jimmy Stewart and 
beautiful Paulette Goddard. (72 min. , color toned, dialogue.) 

506-49-0851 ............... Beta ........ $39.98 
525-49-0851 ............... VHS ... $39.98 

THE BOY ON A DOLPHIN 1 

Sophia Loren, Alan Ladd 
A Greek peasant girl who finds an ancient statue beneath the sea is tempted to sell the 

work of art to a rich and unscrupulous collector. Persuaded at last that the statue belongs to 
the Greek people, she turns it over to an idealistic American archaeologist with whom she 
finds romance . (110 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0070 Beta ............... $49.98 
515-49-0061 ... VHS .......... .. .. . $49.98 
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THE HUSTLER . 
Paul Newman, George C. Scott, Jackie Gleason, Piper Laurie 

Exciting suspense drama about a professional pool shark's big gamble. Story centers on 
various attempts of a small-time pool player to defeat the country 's reigning champ, and 
builds to a dramatic climax in which the young contender's skills are severly challenged . (135 
min ., black and white, dialogue.) 
502-49-0037 Beta ....... ....... $79.98 
515-49-0025 VHS .............. $79.98 

THE LONG, HOT SUMMER . 
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Orson Welles 

Cynical young man , with a reputation as a firebug , is befriended by a blustering autocrat, 
who has always given his children a bad time - especially his unmarried daughter. The 
young man, who refuses to be dominated or intimidated , brings new vitality to the family , fi
nally falling in love with the daughter. (117 min ., color, dialogue.) 
502-49-0017 Beta ... $49.98 
515-49-0004 VHS ...... $49.98 

FROM THE TERRACE 
Paul Newman, Joanne Woodward, Myrna Loy 

A young man , whose home life has been bitter and unhappy, returns from the wars deter
mined to make good. He marries a socially prominent, sexually demanding girl but in his 
climb to make millions it is the love of a small town girl which gives him the courage to chuck 
everything and try for real happiness. (144 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0055 Beta ............... $79.98 
515-49-0044 .. .... ..... .. ... VHS ......... $79.98 

HOMB E . 
Paul Newman, Fredric March, Richard Boone 

Dramatic off-the trail western set in the 1880's in eastern Arizona, where Apaches now 
break wild horses and sell them to the stageline. As one of them leaves on a stagecoach to 
pick up his horses, he manages to thwart a stagecoach robbery . He then takes charge of the 
passengers to lead them back to safety. (111 min ., color, dialogue.) 

502-49-0044 Beta .. $49.98 
515-49-0036 ................ VHS ... ... .... .. .. . $49.98 

STATE FAIR 1 

Pat Boone, Ann Margaret, Alice Faye, Tom Ewell 
Charmer of a warm , appealing comedy follows the adventures of a small-town Texas fam

ily on a trip to the state fair . Mom and Pop vie for honors in various contests, and their young
sters get involved in romantic escapades. (11 8 min, color , dialogue.) 

502-49-0042 Beta ...... $49.98 
515-49-0039 ...... ..... ..... VHS ...... ......... $49.98 
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Cartoons 

Ml 1-'TY MOUSE PICTURE ' 
Five Terrytoon cartoons featuring that wonder rodent , Mighty Mouse, zipping here and 

there in his yellow and red mousesuit, rescuing mouse damsels and mouse people from the 
worst of enemies : cats. Also featured are : Heckle and Jeckle, Gandy Goose, Possible Possum 
and the Terry Bears. (30 min ., color, synchronous.) 

502-49-0064 Beta .. $29.95 
515-49-0047 VHS ............... $29.95 

H CKLE AND JECKLE PICTURE ' 
Five Terrytoon cartoons featuring those pesky and comed ic myna birds Heckle and 

Jeckle, Mighty Mouse, Dinky Duck and Sidney. 
Lots of action and fun 1 (30 min ., color, synchronous.) 

502-49-0063 Beta ... $29.98 
515-49-0046 VHS ........ $29.98 

DEPUTY DAWG PICTURE 
Another fivesome featuring the ol ' Dawg in Space Varmint and ; Heckle and Jeckle, Little 

Roquefort , Astronut, and Mighty Mouse in entertaining Terrytoon selections. (30 min ., color, 
synchronous.) 
502-49-0062 
515-49-0045 

Beta ............... $29.98 
VHS .. $29.98 

UB IWERKS CARTOON FESTIVAL 
Seven light-hearted and delightful cartoons by one of the pioneering geniuses of anima

tion. Among his finest the eerie and supernatural " Headless Horseman" , the perfectly exe
cuted "Little Red Hen" and the lovely revue of the season, "Summertime". (57 min ., color, 
musical score .) 

506-81-0888 
525-81-0888 .. 

Beta 
VHS 

...... . $39.98 
...... $39.98 

UB IWERKS CARTOONFEST TWO 
More magical cartoons from the pen of the immortal lwerks. Five color masterpieces of 

such great tales as "Tom Thumb" , "Jack Frost", and "Sinbad", plus one of the best black 
and white Flip The Frog Ub ever made: "Spooks" . Filled with gags and truly fantastic anima
tion, a real visual treat! (46 min ., color, synchronous.) 

506-81-0838 Beta ............. $$39.98 
525-81-0838 ....... ......... VHS .............. . $39.98 
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MONSIEU VERDOUX 
Charlie Chaplin 

Subtitled, " A Comedy Of Murders," the film deals with a middle-aged blue-beard , Henri 
Verdoux, played by Chaplin . 

The world was not ready for Chaplin 's indictment of all war as murder; few went to see the 
picture, and it received only a limited release. Since then " Monsieur Verdoux" has become 
one of the most popular of the Chaplin films; a genuine case of a movie being ahead of its 
time . (123 min ., black and wh ite, dialogue.) 

502-04-0090 Beta .. $49.95 
515-04-0081 VHS ............... $49.95 

THE GREAT DICTATOR 1 

Charlie Chaplin 
With world conditions deteriorating in the late 1930's, Chaplin turned to political sat ire for 

his first dialogue film . 
Many had pointed out the similarities in appearance between Hitler and Chaplin's tramp 

character, and so he produced " The Great Dictator" as an indictment of the tyrannies of that 
dangerous and rather ridiculous world leader. (128 min ., black and white, dialogue.) 

502-04-0089 Beta ............ $79.95 
515-04-0080 ................ VHS ...... ...... .. $79.95 

LIMELIGHT ' 
Charlie Chaplin 

LIMELIGHT is a story of age giving over to youth . . . 
Chaplin plays Calvero , an aging Music Hall star, who befriends a young dancer (Claire 

Bloom), who has tried to commit suicide. 
It is a nostalgic film, a loving look at the world of Chaplin's own youth . 
There are marvelous recreations of Music Hall routines, including one in which Buster 

Keaton performs with Chaplin . (145 min., black and white, dialogue.) 

502-04-0088 Beta .. $79.95 
515-04-0079 . VHS ........ ... $79.95 

MODERN TIMES 
Charlie Chaplin, Paulette Goddard 

The story of the machine age and a victim who becomes a victor. 
MODERN TIMES is a Depression era satire of mass production and its effects upon the 

lives of factory workers. A timeless film by "The Cinema's First Immortal. " (89 min ., black and 
white , music and sound effects.) 
502-04-0086 Beta ...... ... .... . $49.95 
515-04-0077 .... .... ..... .. . VHS .............. $49.95 

WOMAN OF PARIS AND SUNNYSIDE 1 

Charlie Chaplin 
One of America's most important films, "Woman Of Paris", was a major cinema influence 

throughout the 20's and 30's. 
Chaplin directed this story of a small town girl struggling with marriage vs. luxury. 
"Sunnyside" features Charlie as a farm hand and a hotel clerk and has a classic dream 

sequence. (115 min ., black and white, music.) 

502-04-0082 Beta ...... $49.95 
515-04-0073 ......... .. .. .. . VHS ...... .. .. .. .. . $49.95 

A KING fN NEW YORK 1 

Charlie Chaplin 
Chaplin plays the deposed king of a European mini-monarchy who comes to the United 

States in hope of making a new life. He is without funds but American fascination with titled 
royalty soon leads to a round of dinners with the upper crust and eventually to a lucrative 
contract performing in television commercials. Within the framework Chaplin pokes fun at a 
whole variety of targets including McCarthyism , dogma-spouting Marxists, fifties rock and 
roll, and even wide-screen movies. (105 min. , black and white, dialogue.) 

502-04-0087 . . Beta . $49.95 
515-04-0078 .. .. VHS .. ............. $49.95 
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CIRCUS/A DAY'S PLEASURE 1 

Charlie Chaplin 
Chaplin goes from rags to riches as the top clown of the circus . A hilarious picture with a 

wonderful story of love. 
" A Day 's Pleasure" shows what the master of comedy could do with simple props and 

slam-bang slapstick. (92 min ., black and white , musical score.) 
502-04-0084 Beta .. $ 49.95 
515-04-0075 ............ VHS $ 49.95 

CITY LIGHTS (1931) 
Charlie Chaplin 

A true classic. Charlie 's wild tale of a blind girl , prison , love and an amnesia millionaire 
was one of his greatest successes. Jean Harlow appears as an extra. One of his greatest. (81 
min ., black and white , musical score .) 

502-04-0085 .. Beta .......... $49.95 
515-04-0076 .... . ....... VHS .............. $49.95 

GOLD RUSH AND PAY DAY 1 

Charlie Chaplin 
" The Gold Rush " remains the most ambitious and popular of Chaplin 's films. Fourteen 

months of filming and hundreds of extras make this story of 1890's Klondike gold-fever a per
fect arena for a perfect comedian. 

" Pay Day" essays a day in the life of a hassled worker. (92 min ., black and white, narra
tion, musical score.) 

502-04-0083 
- 51 5-04-007 4 ... 

Beta 
VHS 

CHAPLIN REVIEW ' 
Charlie Chaplin 

........ $49.95 
$49.95 

Chaplin in three of his best short films. In " Dog 's Life", down and out Charlie is saved by 
man 's best friend. " Shoulder Arms" stars Chaplin as an unlikely hero of zero hour. Lastly, 
Charlie appears in "The Pilgrim " as an escaped convict disguised as a clergyman. (119 min ,. 
black and white, musical score .) 

502-04-0080 Beta ....... ... ... .. $49.95 
515-04-0071 .... .... ... ... .. VHS ... ....... .. ... $49.95 

THE KID AND THE IDLE CLASS (1921) 
Charlie Chaplin 

" The Kid " was immediately hailed as a screen masterpiece, and has remained one of 
Chaplin's best remembered films. One of the reasons for the picture's fame is Jackie Coogan . 

Chaplin discovered Coogan in a railway station, and signed him for the film. Chaplin re
cently completed a score for " The Kid" , and this will be the first time this new score has been 
heard . 

Chaplin 's "The Idle Class" , a rare short, will accompany "The Kid" . Chaplin plays two 
roles in the film - the little tramp, and a millionaire playboy. Delightful. (90 min. , black and 
white, musical score.) 

502-04-0081 Beta ............... $49.95 
515-04-0072 .. .. ............ VHS ... .... ... ..... $49.95 

CHAPLIN MUTUALS, Volume I 
Charlie Chaplin 

Charlie Chaplin depicts the immortal tramp in three of his best films, "The Immigrant", 
" The Count" and " Easy Street". His quick wit and fast pace demand your close attention as 
he pantomimes these excellent portrayals. Produced at the old Mutual Studio. (60 min., color 
toned , musical score.) 

506-04-0899 Beta ..... ...... .... $39.98 
525-04-0899 ... ........ . VHS ... ... .... .. .. . $39.98 
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CHAPLIN MUTUALS, Volume II 
Charlie Chaplin 

Charlie wears th ree hats in these three exciting comedies. As a handyman in " The Pawn
shop", a convict in " The Adventurer" and as a tipsy fun -loving guy in " One A.M.", Chaplin 
commands your attention and funny bone. Produced at the old Mutual Studio . (60 min ., color 
toned , musical score.) 
506-04-0898 Beta .............. $39.98 
525-04-0898 VH S ............... $39.98 

CHAPL N MUTUALS, Volume Ill 
Charlie Chaplin 

Charlie appears as a sophisticated bon vivant addicted to alcohol in one of his best, " The 
Cure " (1916). As a store detective in " The Floorwalker", and as a violin playing tramp in " The 
Vagabond ". Produced at the old Mutual Studio. (60 min ., color toned , musical score .) 
506-04-0897 .. .. .. Beta .......... $39.98 
525-04-0897 VHS ......... $39.98 

CHAPLIN MUTUALS, Volume IV 
Charlie Chaplin, Edna Purviance 

Edna Purviance, Chaplin's favorite and often used co-star , appears in these three delight
ful stories, " Behind the Screen ", " The Fireman " and " The Rink". Pie-throwing , hilarious fun 
throughout. Produced by the old Mutual Studio . (60 min ., color toned , musical score .) 
506-04-0896 Beta . $39.98 
525-04-0896 VHS ..... $39.98 

THE STORY OF WILLIAMS. HART AND 
THE SAD CLOWNS 

Featuring William S. Hart, Charlie Chaplin , Buster Keaton and Harry Langdon in two sepa
rate yet totally wonderful comic situations. Hart plays the hero cowboy in " Hell 's Hinges" and 
" Tumbleweeds" while Chaplin , Keaton and Langdon do what they did best; make people 
laugh and cry again and again and again . From The History Of The Motion Picture Series. (50 
min ., color toned , narration / musical score.) 

506-84-0887 Beta ............... $39.98 
525-84-0887 ......... ....... VHS ............... $39.98 

MERRIEST PRANKSTERS 
W. C. Fields, Buster Keaton, Will Rogers 

Combines highlights of W.C. Fields in "The Fatal Glass of Beer", Buster Keaton in " The 
Blacksmith" , and Will Rogers, in " Big Moments from Little Pictures." Sound version com
posed and performed by William Perry . (57 min ., black and white, musical score.) 

506-01-0840 Beta ....... $39.98 
525-01 -0840 VHS $39.98 

KEATON SPECIAL/VALENTINO MYSTIQUE 
Showing Keaton in his peak years, from the mid-teens into the mid-thirties, Keaton Spe

cial combines fascinating historical fact with excellent excerpts from: " College", "Fatty At 
Coney Island " , and " Steamboat Bill , Jr." A gem for any fan of the Great Stoneface. 

Paul Killiam recounts the career of one of the most charismatic stars ever: Rudolph Valen
tino . Using newsreels, stills, newspaper clippings, home movies, and feature excerpts 
(choice cuts from "Son Of The Sheik " , " Eagle", " Blood and Sand " ) Killiam weaves a splen
did documentary on Rudy. From the History of the Motion Picture Series. (56 min ., black and 
white, narration .) 

506-55-0841 .... . 
525-55-0841 ... . 

Beta 
VHS . 

... $39.98 
.. $39.98 
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STEAMBOAT BILL, JR. (1928) 
Buster Keaton 

Steamboat Bill (Ernest Torrence) tough captain of the old steamer Stonewall Jackson, 
and J. King (Tom McGuire) stuffed shirt owner of the shiny new steamer King are feuding 
when Steamboat Bill Jr . (Buster Keaton) arrives home from school in Boston . 

Acrobat's timing , physical dexterity and a deadpan expression made Buster Keaton one 
of cinema's greatest comics. STEAMBOAT BILL JR . is Keaton at his best! Musical score per
formed by Gaylord Carter. (72 min ., color toned , musical score.) 
506-49-0847 Beta ............... $39.98 
525-49-0847 VHS ........ $39.98 

THE GENERAL 
Buster Keaton 

Keaton plays the engineer hero in this true story of the locomotive, the General. During 
the Civil War a group of Union soldiers steal a train with Keaton 's sweetheart on it. One of the 
most terrific chases ever filmed . (50 min ., color toned , narration / musical score .) 

506-18-0984 Beta ........... $39.98 
525-18-0984 VHS .............. $39.98 

COLLEG (1927) 
Buster Keaton, Ann Cornwall 

Keaton graduates valedictorian from high school and speaks on Brains vs. Brawn . But 
Buster's sweetheart dreams of a superstar. Keaton tries out for all the sports in college. His 
failings there and as a soda jerk are hilarious. Later Keaton proves his worth when his rival 
kidnaps his girl and Keaton comes to the rescue. Musical score performed by John Muri. (60 
min. , color toned, musical score .) 
506-1 8-0886 Beta 
525-18-0886 VHS .... 

STONE FACE 
Buster Keaton 

........ $39.98 
... $39.98 

Keaton , the stone-faced comic genius, in three delightful situations. He 's chased by hund
reds of cops, finds himself atop a balloon thousands of feet up and is his own worst enemy 
when attempting to assemble a pre-fab, do-it-yourself house. (60 min ., color toned , musical 
score .) 

506-1 8-0883 
525-18-0883 

Beta ...... $39.98 
VHS ............... $39.98 

KINGS, QUEENS, JOKERS 
Harold Lloyd , the foolish lover, fails at suicide and then encounters a ghost in " Haunted 

Spooks". Marie Dressler and Polly Moran let in a stranger who might be the minister ... or an 
escaped convict in " Dangerous Females" . The world of entertainment goes searching for 
Norma Shearer's jewels. Edward G. Robinson , Gary Cooper, Joan Crawford, and dozens of 
other top Hollywood greats in "Stolen Jools" . (60 min ., color toned, dialogue.) 

506-01-0891 Beta .............. $39.98 
525-01-0891 . .. VHS .... .... .. .... $39.98 

PERFECT FOOLS 
Sophisticated adult comedy sums up both W.C. Fields in "The Dentist", and Louise Fa

zenda in "Faro Nell ". Fields pulls all the stops out as the wily and cantankerous dentist, while 
Fazenda will make your sides split with her parody of the heroine in this unbelievable west
ern. Two lively cartoons round out this excellent program. (55 min. , color toned, dialo
gue / musical score.) 

506-01-0890 Beta .. $39.98 
525-01-0890 VHS .......... . ... $39.98 
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FUNSTUFF 
Shirley Temple and the diaper crowd struggle for stardom in one short. Harold Lloyd is 

the " Non-Stop Kid " who, like any all-American boy , will go after ii and get it. Snub Pollard 
wants to be an artist because the models knock him out. Flip the Frog is trying on faces while 
Andy Clyde is involved in a trying and involved honeymoon. (59 min ., color toned , dialogue.) 
506-01-0853 Beta .. $39.98 
525-01-0853 .......... VHS ...... $39.98 

FROM BROADWAY TO HOLLYWOOD ,, 
From Shirley Temple 's " Biggest Little Star of the Thirties ", to Lew Lehr 's "Cwazy Monk

ies", this r ··ogram is a treasure chest of fun . Other highlights include a thirties ' fashion show, 
a ride on Mississippi riverboat , and Ed Sullivan covering his newspaper beat interviewing 
Eddie Cantor, Jack Dempsey, the Little Rascals, and others. (48 min ., color toned , narration .) 
506-66-0880 Beta ............. $ 39 .98 
525-66-0880 VHS .... $ 39.98 

FUN FACTORY /CLOWN PRINCES OF 
HOLLYWOOD 

A multitude of big names including: Sennett, Chaplin , Keaton , Lloyd , Charley Chase, Stan 
Laurel, Ben Turpin and other top comedians in the compilation of many slapstick situations 
including Keystone Cops segments . From The History of Motion Picture Series . (56 min ., 
color toned , narration / musical score .) 

506-01-0878 Beta .............. $39.98 
525-01-0878 ........... VHS .............. $39.98 

LAUGH FEST 
Four classic slapstick shorts by four of the greatest make "Laughfest" a ticklish riot. Snub 

Pollard with a ridiculous invention for everything . Ben Turpin as the endangered stuntman. 
Barney Oldfield racing the train to reach beautiful Mabel Normand, tied to the tracks by some 
of the most famous villains of all time. And lastly the master, Chaplin, as the pest who keeps 
interrupting everybody's show. A side-buster. (59 min ., color toned , musical score.) 
506-01-0877 Beta .. $39.98 
525-01-0877 ................ VHS .. ............. $39.98 

GET HAPPY (1929-1933) 
A fun packed combination of laughter including Shirley Temple in "Glad Rags to Riches", 

Weber and Fields in "Beer is Here", and the immortal Bessie Smith , the rich-voiced queen of 
the blues in "St. Louis Blues". Also a Flip the Frog cartoon . (59 min ., color toned, dialogue.) 

506-01-0845 Beta . $39.98 
525-01-0845 . ...... .. ... ... VHS ............... $39.98 

THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN/WILL ROGERS 
America's beloved humorist plays Ichabod Crane in a delightful rendition of Washington 

Irving 's "Legend of Sleepy Hollow." 
In the second half of this Roger's program, we follow Will 's career from his earliest vaude

ville days to his stardom with Ziegfeld. 
Uproarious highlight sequences from his Roach comedies are featured. 
A loving tribute to an American tradition . (52 min., black and white, narration.) 

506-09-0829 .. Beta . $39.98 
525-09-0829 ................ VHS ............... $39.98 
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SON OF THE SHEIK 2 

Rudolph Valentino 
Valentino depicts Ahmed , a desert sheik who believes he's been betrayed by a dancing 

girl. He abducts her and exacts his own form of revenge. Then he finds she was innocent and 
sets himself the task of bringing to justice the band of desert renegades who exploited her. 
(62 min ., black and white, musical score.) 

506-55-0842 Beta ... $39.98 
525-55-0842 ... VHS .............. . $39.98 

BLOOD AND SAND (1922) 
Rudolph Valentino, Lila Lee, Nita Na/di 

Valentino, a young matador, married his childhood sweetheart and achieves legendary 
status throughout Spain as the "prime" matador. Just as he attains all , another woman , in
tent on his destruction, enters his life. A dramatic account of infidelity and Spanish bullfight
ing. (53 min ., color toned , musical score.) 

506-55-0893 Beta ... $ 39.98 
525-55-0893 . VHS .............. $ 39.98 

OUTSIDE THE LAW (1921) 
Lon Chaney 

Lon Chaney plays two roles. The underworld hood " Black Mike Sylva" and the Chinese 
servant "Ah Wing" . A tale of crime and repentance . (77 min. , color toned , musical score .) 

506-52-0844 Beta ... $39.98 
525-52-0844 ......... ... VHS .......... ..... $39.98 

MR. SUPER ATHLETIC CHARM (1924) 
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr. 

The famed Douglas Fairbanks portrays a dashing swashbuckler in " Black Pirate" and 
" Thief of Bagdad". From The History of The Motion Picture Series . (56 min ., black and white , 
musical score .) 

506-53-0843 Beta .... $39.98 
525-53-0843 . VHS . $39.98 

SPARROWS (1926)' 
Mary Pickford 

A spirited adventure and suspense story about a group of orphans kept in virtual slavery 
at a county baby farm . Musical score composed and performed by William Perry . (75 min. , 
color toned , musical score.) 

506-33-0850 Beta 
525-33-0850 ... ..... ... ..... VHS 

..... $39.98 
... $39.98 

THE YANKEE CLIPPER (1927) 
William Boyd, Elinor Fair 

William Boyd and Elinor Fair combine deceit, treachery, and romance in a melodrama de
picting a thrilling race from China to New England between the American ship, The Yankee 
Clipper, and the English vessel , Lord of the Isles. Remembered for his roles as Hopalong 
Cassidy, Boyd casts off his cowboy hat to star in this thrill-a-minute story . (51 min ., color 
toned narration / musical score .) 

506-49-0892 Beta ..... $ 39.98 
525-49-0892 ................ VHS ...... . ... $ 39.98 
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Classic Films 

NOSFERATU THE VAMPIRE (1922) 
Max Schreck, Gustave Von Wagenheim, Greta Schroeder 

Directed by the German director F.W. Murnau , this is the first attempt to translate Bram 
Stoker 's " Dracula" to the screen . " Nosferatu " 1s filled with unusual and symbolic camera 
work . Let your imagination take you through the murky past to 1838 when an unspeakable 
horror was loose upon the earth . (52 min ., black and white, musical score .) 

506-49-0884 Beta .. $39.98 
525-49-0884 VHS .............. $39.98 

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (1925) 
Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin , Norman Kerry 

A classic tale of the strange man who resides 1n the underground chambers below the 
Paris Opera House. His love affair with an opera starlet and her capture builds the story to an 
exciting climax . The first filmed version . Directed by Rupert Julian . (78 min ., part color, musi
cal score .) 

506-52-0848 
525-52-0848 

Beta 
VHS 

.... $ 39.98 

.... $ 39.98 

HORRIBLE DOUBLE FEATURE 2 

John Barrymore as a doctor with a passion for experiments in "Dr . Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" 
Lon Chaney as the pitiful " Hunchback of Notre Dame". Both programs condensed . From the 
History Of The Motion Picture Series. (56 min ., black and white , musical score.) 

506-49-0846 Beta .............. $39.98 
525-49-0846 ................ VHS .. . . .. $39.98 

RAWHIDE< 938) 
Lou Gehrig, Smith Ballew 

Lou Gehrig , the famed Yankee southpaw, teams up with Smith Ballew to hit the westward 
trail. The Rancher 's Protection Association has been forcing landowners to knuckle under, 
and Lou goes to lawyer Ballew for assistance. Together the two are in the thick of brawls , 
gun play , and songs. (60 min ., black and white, dialogue.) 

506-51-0876 Beta .. $39.98 
525-51-0876 ........... VHS .............. $39.98 

HE MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH (1934) 
Peter Lorre, Leslie Banks, Edna Best 

"The Man Who Knew Too Much " , featuring Peter Lorre as the dedicated anarchist, Ab
bott; Leslie Banks as the imperturbable Englishman Bob Lawrence, and Edna Best as his 
skeet-shooting wife. The New York Times reviewed it in 1935 as " fascinating staccato vio
lence, a blistering style of story-telling , merging scenes so breathlessly you are always rapt 
and tense" . 

Hitchcock used a real-life incident as his model for the suspenseful climax to his story . (77 
min ., black and white, dialogue.) 

506-57-0839 Beta 
525-57-0839 .. ... ..... VHS 

..... $ 39.98 

..... $ 39.98 

HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME 
Lon Chaney 

This big budget production of the Victor Hugo classic captures the atmosphere of medie-
val Paris. 

Chaney is the hunchback bell-ringer who is devoted to the dancing girl. 
His make-up and performance are nothing short of unbelievable. 
A silent that endures as a classic. (98 min., black and white, musical score.) 

506-52-0835 Beta ............... $39.98 
525-52-0835 ......... ..... .. VHS ........ $39.98 
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History Films 

THE MOVING PICTURE BOYS IN THE GREAT WAR 
(1976) > 

The movies had been invented and 1914-1918 found World War I being fought . Here are 
authentic films of World War I culled from the archives of three countries. A full complement 
of sound effects and music make this award winning documentary one of the finest offered 
today . (51 min ., part color, narration .) 

506-75-0881 Beta ..... $ 39.98 
525-75-0881 VHS ..... $ 39.98 

AME ICA BETWEEN THE GREAT WARS 
Experience the celebrations and tragedies from the roaring twenties to the late thirties. 

See the fabulous Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago, 1933-1934; a glimpse of the 
Prohibition era; the Hindenburg disaster; off-screen activities with Charlie Chaplin and Will 
Rogers; plus the light hearted newsreels of Lew Lehr. (60 min ., black and white , narration .) 

506-66-0849 Beta ...... $ 39.98 
525-66-0849 .. .. ........ VHS ..... $ 39 .98 

LEG NDA Y PE SO AL TIES 
Follow the Movietone Newsreel cameras as they film such celebrities as Halie Selassie, 

George Bernard Shaw, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, and other fascinating greats of the 20's and 
30 's. Coupled with Lew Lehr 's Newsettes this historical , and informative package offers both 
the serious and light side of t~e pre-40's years. (60 min ., color toned , dialogue.) 
506-68-0852 Beta .............. $ 39.98 
525-68-0852 ............. ... VHS .......... $ 39.98 

COUNTDOWN TO W RL W II > 

The newsreels take a look at the events which preceded the war. The rise of Hitler is re
ported at a time when he was regarded as a curiosity . Mussolini's achievements are shown 
after ten years in power. Then the clouds gather. A rare and sobering look at history in the 
making . (59 min, color toned , narration .) 

506-75-0885 Beta ..... . $39.98 
525-75-0885 VHS .. . .. $39.98 

FILM FIRSTS ' 
See the first stab at a science fiction film in Georges Melies· " Trip to the Moon " (1902), 

first cartoon "Gertie the Dinosaur" (1909), first western in Edwin S. Porter's " The Great Train 
Robbery" (1903) and more. A fascinating , documentary glimpse at many early film segments. 
From The History of the Motion Picture Series . (51 min. , color toned , narration.) 
506-84-0882 Beta .... $39.98 
525-84-0882 VHS ............... $39.98 

JAZZ AND JIV 2 

The immortal Duke Ellington provides the early jazz background In " Black and Tan" , his 
first movie. Excellent dance numbers accompany Dewey Brown in " Toot that Trumpet" , fol
lowed by the famed Major Bowes in his zany "Radio Revels" . Top this off with an eerie mur
der force starring the animated favorite , Flip the Frog. (60 min ., color toned, dialogue.) 
506-87-0889 Beta ... $39.98 
525-87-0889 .... ......... .. VHS .............. . $39.98 
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History Films 
AVIATION VOLUME I 2 (Teens. 20s 30s) 

Highlights of aviation history from Wilbur and Orville Wright through the evolution of the 
helicopter. Includes the tragic crash and death of de Pinedo; a tribute to the durable and lux
urious sky giant the Graf Zeppelin ; Lindbergh's thrilling trans-Atlantic flight ; and one of the 
boldest experiments in aviation, the Pan American Clippers, amphibious planes that circled 
the globe. All told as the newsreels told it when it happened! (60 min ., black and white, narra
tion.) 

506-70-0823 
525-70-0823 

Beta 
VHS 

..... $39.98 
... $39.98 

HISTORICAL YESTERDAYS 
Step back in time and re-live 4 fabulous decades of the 20th century ... in pictures. Cap

turing moments as they happened . . from the Roaring 20's through the Great Depression , 
World War 11, the Fabulous 50's and right up to the beginning of " Camelot" 60 's. Reported by 
the world famous Lowell Thomas, these historical moments were shown on PBS stations 
throughout the United States under the series name ... LOWELL THOMAS REMEMBERS. A 
truly unique treasure of our past. 

(All tapes on pages 22 thru 25 are 56 min ., color toned, narration.) 

THE ROARING 20's 1919-20 and 1921 
1919-20 - Fox Movietone start.ed . the movie newsreels on October 11 , 1919. Suffragettes 

marched In full force, proud of achieving women 's right to vote. 
1921 - Newsreels picture Ku Klux Klanners in white hoods and sheets with the avowed 

intention of keeping America " pure ". 

506-73-0812 Beta 
525-73-0812 ............... VHS 

.... $39.98 
..... $39.98 

THE ROARING 20's 1922 and 23 
1922 - Coney Island and New York . Mussolini became dictator. Fox Studios Convention 

attended by Tom Mix , Will Rogers , Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford . 
1923 - The automobile era was in full swing . Holland Tunnel constructed . Italy takes 

Corfu . Earthquakes in Japan . Harding campaigns for re-election . 

506-73-0811 Beta .... $39.98 
525-73-0811 VHS .... . .... $39.98 

THE ROARING 20's 1924 and 1925 
1924 - Woodrow Wilson and Lenin die. Coolidge became President. 
1925 - The first total solar eclipse in 300 years documented thoroughly . The Ku Klux 

Klan paraded in our nation 's Capitol. Byran vs. Darrow in the " Monkey Trial ". The Charles
ton, Bathing Contests, Babe Ruth , Red Grange, Von Hindenburg, Coolidge. 
506-73-0810 Beta ........ $39.98 
525-73-0810 VHS ....... $39.98 

THE ROARING 20's 1926 and 1927 
1926 - America celebrated its 150th anniversary. All-time Hollywood legend Rudolph 

Valentino died at age 31 and public mourning surpassed anything before witnessed . 
1927 - America's Lone Eagle, Charles Lindbergh, flew from Curtis Field, Long Island to 

Le Bourget, France. 

506-73-0809 
525-73-0809 ...... . 

Beta 
VHS 

.... .... $39.98 

. ....... $39.98 
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History Films 

THE ROARING 20's 1928 and 1929 
1928 - The new idol of the skies, Amelia Earhart, 31 years old and already a seven-year 

flying veteran . A shoo-in Presidential election for Republican candidate Herbert Hoover. 
1929 - On "Black Tuesday", October 29, the stock market crashed . The German dirigi

ble, Graf Zeppelin , visited the U.S. 
506-73-0808 Beta ... ............ $39.98 
525-73-0808 .... ... VHS .... .... .... ... $39.98 

THE NEW DEAL 1930 and 1931 
1930 - The Great Depression dominated most of the news. Europe still the continent of 

kings , but Hitler's followers won 107 seats in the Reichstag . 
1931 - Mahatma Ghandi ; Thomas Edison ; " I Got Rhythm" George Gershwin; Wiley Post ; 

Mt. Rushmore : the Spanish Civil War; Japan 's invasion of Manchuria and gangland slayings . 

506-73-0807 Beta .............. $39.98 
525-73-0807 . .............. VHS ........... .. .. $39.98 

THE NEW DEAL 1932 and 1933 
1932 - Al Capone reluctantly departed for Leavenworth ; armored tanks confronted W.W. 

I bonus marchers in Washington ; Lindbergh baby kidnapped; FDR elected to the Presidency. 
1933 - Two dominant personalities came to tremendous power in the Western world ; Hit

ler in Germany and Franklin Roosevelt in the United States. 

506-73-0806 Beta . $39.98 
525-73-0806 .. ..... ... .... . VHS .... $39.98 

THEN W DEAL 1934 and 1935 
1934 - Year of union violence, assassinations and revolution . Also newsreel footage of 

President Roosevelt . John Dillinger and Herman Goering. 
1935 - The newsreels Americans watched in the depth of the Depression : films of bread 

lines, abandonded farms, the great dust bowl and armies of unemployed . President Franklin 
Roosevelt toured the country . News of Hitler's dramatic rise to power. 

506-73-0805 Beta .. $39.98 
525-73-0805 VHS ....... ........ $39.98 

THE NEW DEAL 1936 and 1937 
1936 - The 1936 Olympics and the astonishing performance of a black American , Jesse 

Owens. Mussolini sent his military forces against defenseless Ethiopia. Filmed interviews with 
General MacArthur. War-torn Spain . The U.S. suffered devastating drought. 

1937 - The German dirigible Hindenburg exploded . Amelia Earhart set out to circle the 
earth at the equator only to vanish in the Pacific . 

506-73-0804 Beta ...... $39.98 
525-73-0804 ... ......... VHS ....... $39.98 

THE NEW DEAL 1938 and 1939 
1938 - Howard Hughes, then a handsome, young pilot, circled the globe. Hitler's forces 

occupied Austria and the Sudentenland . 
1939 - Lou Gehrig spoke in halting tones acknowledging the tribute of thousands of fans 

in Yankee Stadium. Marion Anderson sang at the Lincoln Memorial. 

506-73-0803 Beta ...... $39.98 
525-73-0803 .......... ... .. . VHS .............. $39.98 
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History Films 
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THE WORLD AT WAR 1940 and 1941 
1940 - Invasion and betrayal by Hitler, the battle of Britain , Roosevelt's " I hate war" 

speech , Germany rolling towards France. 
1941 - Franklin D. Roosevelt elected first three-term President. The U.S. entered World 

War II. 

506-73-0802 
525-73-0802 

Beta 
VHS 

....... $39.98 
...... $39.98 

THE WORLD AT WAR 1942 and 1943 
1942 - Hitler; Stalin ; Churchill ; Roosevelt. The world at war in the Pacific , the Sahara, the 

Mediterranean. and embattled Russia . 
1943 - In the United States, President Roosevelt stated firmly that the Axis powers " had 

asked for it , and were going to get it". 
506-73-0801 .. .. Beta ............ $39.98 
525-73-0801 ..... ... VHS ... $39.98 

THE WORLD AT WAR 1944 and 1945 
1944 - MacArthur made good his promise. Allied naval forces were destroying the Ger

man Navy. 
1945 - World War II ground on as the Allies faced the desperated Nazi gamble at the 

Battle of the Bulge. ' 

506-73-0800 Beta ............... $39.98 
525-73-0800 ........ VHS ......... $39.98 

THE WORLD AT WAR 1946 and 1947 
' 1946 - Nuremberg war trials; strikes ; Byrd in Antarctica; new weapons ; extremist vio

lence in the Near East; the Iron Curtain developed . 
1947 -America's attention focused on the Communist threat. 

506-73-0799 ................ Beta .............. $ 39.98 
525-73-0799 ............ ... . VHS .............. $ 39 .98 

THE WORLD AT WAR 1948 and 1949 
1948 - " Give 'em hell " Harry Truman, trounced Tom Dewey. The State of Israel esta

blished . The Allies outwitted the Soviet's Berl in Blockade. (56 min ., color toned , narration.) 
1949 - President Truman pronounced the state of the Union " Good! " 

506-73-0798 Beta ......... $39.98 
525-73-0798 .. VHS ............... $39.98 

THE FABULOUS 50's 1950 and 1951 
1950 - Brink's in Boston robbed . Senator McCarthy's committee on UnAmerican Activi

ties underway. 
1951 - MacArthur relieved of his command in the Far East. Addressed Congress with his 

"Old Soldier" speech . 

506-73-0797 ....... .. . Beta ... $39.98 
525-73-0797 ............... . VHS ............. .. $39.98 
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History Films 

THE FABULOUS 50's 1952 and 1953 
1952 - The presidential election , Eisenhower and Nixon. Battles in Korea, Tunisia and 

Egypt. 
1953 - Peace in Korea . The death of Stalin . Mt. Everest conquered by Sir Edmun,j Hi

liary . 

506-73-0796 
525-73-0796 

Beta 
VHS 

$39.98 
...... $39.98 

THE FABULOUS 50's 1954 and 1955 
1954 - First hydrogen bomb test . Senator McCarthy 's crusade was halted. Football fans 

viewed the greatest play in the history of the Cotton Bowl Game. 
1955 - Unrest in the French colonies of Morocco, Algeria, and Vietnam kept the French 

government and military fully occupied . 

506-73-0795 Beta . $39.98 
525-73-0795 ... .... ........ VHS ....... $39.98 

THE FABULOUS 50's 1956 and 1957 
1956 - Star Grace Kelly became the bride of Prince Ranier of Monaco. Suez crisis hit all 

European shipping . Andrea Doria rammed by the Swedish Grosholm. 
1957 - The success of the Russian program and the failure of America 's. The Suez 

Canal crisis shook the Mideast and Europe. 
506-73-0794 .... Beta . $39.98 
525-73-0794 ............. ... VHS ...... $39.98 

THE FABULOUS 50's 1958 and 1959 
1958 - The Cold War intensified . Eisenhower warned Congress about the threat of Com

munist Imperialism. 
1959 - Castro and supporters overthrew the Batista government in Cuba. America 

launched two monkeys, Abel and Baker, into space. 

506-73-0793 Beta ........ $39.98 
525-73-0793 ..... .. .. . VHS .............. $39.98 

CAMELOT 1960 and 1961 
1960 - The premier of Japan attacked . The Prime Minister of South Africa shot. Francis 

Gary Powers captured . Khruschev vs . the U.N. 
1961 - The race for space. The Bay of Pigs. Trouble brewing in Vietnam. JFK in West 

Berlin , Puerto Rico, Venezuela and Columbia. Violence in Algeria and the Congo. 
506-73-0792 Beta ... $39.98 
525-73-0792 VHS ...... $39.98 
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SPORTS HOUR -::::1 
"Skiing is Believing ": Th is film is just like Hollywood only on the skies. As all of you know 

and love the sport can attest, " Skiing is Believing " and this film proves it. " Mary Jane": Hilar
ious scenes from the annual " gelende splash " mix the pro, freestyle and just plain fun skiing , 
accompanied by beautiful original music . " Sleds": A cold crisp Sunday, a little snow, and lots 
of excitement. Men and women of all ages enjoying the sport of snowmobile racing . So strap 
on your helmet and go for a ride! (49 min ., color, sound.) 
502-82-0071 Beta .... $59.98 
515-82-0062 VHS .............. . $59.98 

SPORTS HOUR .:=2 
" Just a Matter of Time": Features the style and sweeping power of Olympic Downhill 

Champion , Franz Klammer as well as Rosi Mittermaier's thrilling Alpine victories, during the 
1976 Winter Olympics. " Lange Connection ": Official film of the F.I.S World Alpine Ski Cham
pionships. 70 dedicated competitors battle for the title of " World's Best " which only one can 
win . This is ski racing at its best. " Between Chaos and Beauty" : Features freestyle cham
pions John Clendennin and Wayne Wong ballet skiing, a uniquely American art form . Dis
plays the grace of aerial acrobatics as well as other freestyle events. (59 min ., color, sound .) 
502-82-0072 Beta ...... $59.98 
515-82-0063 ............. VHS ............... $59.98 

SPORTS HOUR *3 
"Daytona": All time racing great, Richard Petty, tops the field on the two-and-one-half 

mile, high-banked, high-speed Daytona Raceway after a thrilling duel with former teammate , 
Buddy Baker. His fourth win of this exciting race. " Rocky Mountain Winter ": The good life the 
way it is lived and skiied in America 's winter paradise, The Rocky Mountains. Features glimp
ses of Aspen , Vail , Jackson Hole, Snowbird , places you may want to visit. " Speed with 
Safety" : The Indianapolis "500' classic , 1974 film documentary of safety brought about by 
changes in track and cars at famed Indianapolis Motor Speedway. (58 min ., color, sound .) 
502-82-0073 Beta .. . $59.98 
515-82-0064 VHS ............... $59.98 

SPORTS HOU~ .tt4 
" Snowbird Sunshine" : A refreshing look at one of America 's powder skiing meccas. 

Snowbird Utah. " Steamboat, There 's Only One" : A charming , happy glimpse at the people 
skiing and the fun they have. Scenes from Steamboat's Winter Carnival and colorful shots of 
skiers, experts and beginners. Features Billy Kidd and world champion Hank Kashiwa. " Go 
For It": One of the most exciting ski films ever made, this film shows not only the " how" of 
participation in competition skiing , but also the motivation, the " why " that spurs these winter 
athletes to their own self-imposed level of greatness. " Number One": Super slow motion is 
one of the techniques employed to show the grace of motorcyle racing . Explore the excite
ment of motorcross, closed course racing at high speeds as well as street riding . (60 min ., 
color, sound.) 
502-82-007 4 
515-82-0065 .. 

Beta 
VHS 

..... $ 59 .98 
... $ 59.98 

SPORTS HOUR tr 5 
"Hot Dog Skiing": This movie was made in the earliest days of the sport before hot dog 

(now called freestyle) skiing had defined the limits of what was humanly possible . We see, 
therefore, free spirits blithely soaring to ignominious crashes, only to bounce back to try yet 
another impossible feat. " Denali ": A team of Americans attempt the summit of Mt. McKinley, 
known as the "Coldest Mountain in the World". Includes glacier skiing . (54 min ., color, 
sound.) 

502-82-0075 
515-82-0J66 

Beta 
VHS 

.... $59.98 
..... .. ... $59.98 

SPORTS HOUR #"6 
" Helix": The ultimate skiing experience is helicopter skiing in the endless expanse of the 

Canadian Rockies known as the Bugaboos. A beautiful , moving film about man's transitory 
relationship with the grace and fury of nature. "Oh To Hell-i-copter with It": A behind the sce
nes tongue-in-cheek spoof of " Big Time Ski Movie Production". Filmed in the Bugaboos. 
"Cross Country Experience with Bill Koch" : America 's greatest-ever cross country skiier, 
Olympic Silver Medalist, Bill Kock, shares with us the exhilaration , excitement and variety of 
experiences available to the cross country skier. (53 min ., color, sound .) 

502-82-0076 Beta $59.98 
515-82-0067 ........ VHS ........... $59.98 
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Sports Films 

SPORTS HOUR ::r 7 
" Spirit": Tied to a desk somewhere? Want to change all that? You can , at least vicariously 

by joining this film 's central character, an accountant who finds the "spirit" to attempt to 
change what is , into what he would like it to be. Visually sparkling , musically scintillating , fea
turing freestyle and pro-racing . Features a surprise ending that is impossible to describe. 
" Hobie Worlds": World championship catamaran racing . Fast, wet and wooly. (60 min ., color , 
sound.) 

502-82-0077 
515-82-0068 

Beta 
VHS 

SPORTS HOUR ::r 8 

$59.98 
. $59.98 

" You 're Playing at Wimbledon" : A timeless instructional film narrated by Jack Kramer 
who addresses himself to the mental attitude that separate the best from the rest. Uses of 
split screen, slow-motion and many different camera positions bring you one of the best in
structional films ever made. " U.S. Open 1975": Each year, one of the most prestigious and 
exciting events in all of tennis. The " miracle" of Orantes· semi-final win over Vilas is captured 
by flashbacks to match points throughout the film . (53 min ., color, sound .) 
502-82-0078 Beta .. $59.98 
515-82-0069 VHS .... $59.98 
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DAVENPORT, IOWA 52808 

Address Correction Requested 

KE'f TO VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS AND VIDEOCASSETTE TAPES 

BETA FORMAT 
MACHINES 
Sanyo 
Sears 
Sony 
To5hiba 
Zenith 

VHS FORMAT 
MACHINES 
Curti5-Mathe5 
Hitachi 
JVC 
Mognavox 
MGA 
Panasonic 
RCA 
Sylvania 

• If you are interested in tape programs that play at 
the 1-hour speed please write: 

• Blackhawk Films, Inc., 1235 W. 5th St., Davenport, 
Iowa 52808, Attn: Paul Baughman and we will 
provide you with full details. 

• The videocassettes with the prefix numbers 502, 506 & 
5 16 will work on any of the Beta format machines that 
will play at the 2-hour speed. 
The videocassettes with the prefix numbers 520, 525 & 
535 will work on any of the VHS format machines. 
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